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Design Brief

The Design Process

“ Making talent applications and career management 

hasslefree and accessible ”

A user centred design process is applied to build 

a mobile / web application. Below is sequence of steps 

followed during the design exercise.

1. User Research

2. Creation of User Persona

3. Ideas for App Features

4. Sketching User Scenarios

5. Workflow and Navigation

6. Wireframes 

7. Mock Ups / Visual Design7. Mock Ups / Visual Design



Who is the user ?

User Research

The target audience for this application is a prospective

employee , a job seeker or simply someone trying to 

shape his/her career.

Total number of people who started survey 54

Total number of completed survey 50

To get a clearer perspective of the user, a qualitative 

research has been done by reaching varied demographics

of users. The tools used were Online survey and offline 

in-person surveys.

The number of respondents are 40 in total.

The main objective of this research was to find the 

perception of user about the system of career manageperception of user about the system of career manage-

ment. Also to study the behavioral patterns while dealing 

different activities involved.



Research Results and analysis

Career Standpoint of users

60.9%
mid-level

32.6%
senior-level

6.5%
entry-level

1.

Analysis:

- A majority of the users are in mid-level in their career 

path. 

- This is the class , who concentrate more in shaping 

their careers, learn about opportunities and try to build

a network of talent.

- In a typical career path , the skill is dominant or de- In a typical career path , the skill is dominant or de-

ciding factor during initial stages and network is im-

portant during towards the final stages. But in the 

mid-level its both mix of skill and network that plays

important role in yearning best out of one’s career.



Research Results and analysis

Maintaining Career Profile

77.8%

51.1%

40%

2.2%

Portfolio sites 
for creative talent.

+ 

2.

Analysis:

- Shows the advantage of maintaining an online profile

as it is centralized. (one stop center)

- The advantages of online profile are 

Easily editable / Accessible / Easy to link

- The users seem to migrate from a fixed format of Resume - The users seem to migrate from a fixed format of Resume 

to a much flexible way of online profile, which also enable 

to connect with social network.

- Job portals demand a profile to be maintained in their 

online profile (Linkedin)

a copy of resume

in job portals

personal website



Research Results and analysis

Updating the resume3.

Analysis :

- Majority of the users update their resume only when they

are applying for a job.

- Usually recruiters need an updated resume.

- One reason might be that, users might loose the copy and 

they prefer to update just before applying.

- Dont prefer to spend time during other times.- Dont prefer to spend time during other times.

- Focus is towards job rather than general career interest.

- Can shape the resume as per the job 

66.7% 22.2% 6.7%
when applying

for job

when something

worth sharing

very often



Research Results and analysis

Format of the Resume4.

Analysis:

- Most of the users prefer to maintain their resume as a 

word doc.

- Some of the advantages of word doc over other formats 

are, it can be easily edited and the size is usually less.

- Updating PDF according to the requirement is difficult.

67.3%

38.8%

26.5%

4.1%

word doc

pdf doc

weblink

video



Research Results and analysis

Job Opportunities5.

Analysis :

- Majority of the users actively look for Job Opportunities 

only when they consider to change companies. 

- Next fair number of users consider looking out for good 

opportunities else where.

- Very small number of users check in their favorite 

companies.companies.

77.6%

30.6%

4.1%

only when looking for change 

good opportunities

in select companies



Research Results and analysis

Prefer Companies based on ...6.

66%Work Culture
44%Reputation
34%Kind of work

34%Pay Package

10%Growth

10%Location

6%Revenue

4%Product / Service

2%Company Website

2%People

2%Values



Research Results and analysis

Track Companies7.

Visit

Company

Website

Regularly

Follow

company

in facebook /

linked in

Discuss with

friends

and 

colleagues

60%60%45%

Analysis :

- Almost all the users track their interested companies. 

- However, it is mostly following in social network applications. 

- Also users prefer getting information from colleagues and 

friends.

- It shows that there is an aspect of contacts / social networking - It shows that there is an aspect of contacts / social networking 

involved when tracking a company.



Research Results and analysis

Influence of Company’s web presence8.

No Influence
Influence on

Work Culture

Technology Competency

Trust

Quality

Awareness

80%

20%

Analysis :

- For Majority of the users, the web / mobile presence of com-

pany has influence on them. 

- Mostly it reflects the Work Culture, Trust , Quality of the com-

pany.



Research Results and analysis

Problems faced while applying Jobs9.

No issuesToo many registrations

Too many job portals

Long Application procedure

Resume size restriction

No consitency

Non relavant job posts

No response from HRNo response from HR

55% 45%

Analysis :

 - Although the ratio seems equal, majority of the users have 

some issues with Job Application procedure. 

- We can consider some critical issues like Long Job applica-

tions and Registration procedure.


